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FOX MANDAL’S 1ST (FIRST) ANNUAL LEGAL SUMMIT ON
ENVIRONMENT, FOREST AND POLLUTION LAWS

Breaking News- Limited seats left at Fox Mandal's 1st (First) Annual
Legal Summit on Environment, Forest and Pollution laws –
Register Now!
More infrastructure development, more challenges, more environment and
sustainability issues have posed a big question as to how they can be
tackled. In line with the significance of a sustainable infrastructure
development in India Fox Mandal is privileged to host the 1st (First)
Annual Legal Summit on Environment, Forest and Pollution laws on
October 30, 2012, Lex Witness as Official Magazine Partner and
Lawyers Club India as Online Media Partner for the scheduled Summit.
The event aims to provide an opportunity for all to talk on the pertinent
issues and concerns and a way ahead to find suitable solutions. The path
to infrastructure development brings forth numerous thought provoking
challenges and opportunities that fuels the growing need for harmony
between economic growth, environment regulations and sustainable
development which has now grown as an integral aspect of trade and is
witnessed by all enterprises/institutions of the world. The conference
focuses on the current environmental debates revolving around the
problem of balancing the environmental concerns with the needs of the
growing economy and infrastructural development in the country.
The event is dedicated towards discussion of topics like environment
clearances, wildlife and forest laws with emphasis on environment impact

assessment, infrastructure development and social impact assessment,
pollution laws, role of private companies, financing of infrastructure
projects and environment safeguards and also how US is tackling various
issues and lessons to be learnt from them.
Prominent environmentalists, social impact assessment experts, legal
luminaries active in environment lawyering, experts from leading
corporate and infrastructure companies, US Embassy, International
Financial Corporation (“IFC”), The Energy Resources Institute (“TERI”),
will be actively participating to talk about the faceoff between economic
growth and environment policies. They are confirming their presence …
are you ready?
We hope that the conference will be a platform for exchange of ideas and
knowledge relevant to the concern towards sustainability. It should also
facilitate formulation of conclusions, assessment of the impact of
infrastructure development on the environment and measures to be taken
for avoiding a faceoff.
We look forward to your active participation.
Kind Regards,
FM Environment and Sustainability Law Practice Group Summit Email
Address: alse2012@foxmandal.com
Contact Address: Noida (NCR of Delhi) Corporate Office
(View Map on the link Office Locations on www.foxmandal.com)
Please contact Ms. Rajni Sharma rajni.sharma@foxmandal.com regarding your preferred mode
for providing your confirmation regarding participation and mode of registration.

